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CATS ILLUSTRATED 
Harvey is feeling sick from too much sugar! 

	 After having his daily tablespoon of sugar before bed, Harvey woke 
up in the middle of the night, moaning. His belly was roiling, and it was for 
sure from too much sugar consumed. 


	 Now cats are wondering, well, why did this happen? For normal cats 
this would be a regular reaction, but Harvey hasn’t felt sugar sick since he 
graduated middle school! Harvey feels that his stomach has betrayed him, 
and is very miserable right now. Harvey’s belly is roiling, and has not been 
able to keep anything down for the past eight hours. 


	 In this situation, Makenna would usually give a patient alcohol to calm 
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them. A sip would be enough to relax a cat, but 
not upset their stomach too much. However, 
because of the city - wide alcohol ban, no cat 
has been able to get any alcohol without being 
on the wrong side of the law. But right now, 
Makenna has no idea what to do with Harvey - 
he wants sugar, sugar fries, or honey chicken 
from Lunch’s Luncheon, but in the end Makenna 
got him takeout from The Wish for Fish. Beer 
battered fish was temporarily off the menu, as 
even The Wish for Fish couldn’t get any beer 
because of the ban. 


	 As Harvey faces sugar inflicted stomach 
problems, alcohol ban riots have not gotten any 
better. Even some of the more richer and 
powerful cats were on the edge of their cliffs. 
One had even hired a gang to steal a 2011 Pinot 
noir from a local winery. Things were getting out 
of hand, and the authorities are not at all sure 
what to do. Liquor shops are getting annoyed as 
they cannot make any money during the ban, 
and the police are facing a tough decision of 
removing the ban and risking a kitten uprising 
for alcohol, or keeping the ban in place and having a liquor shop uprising to 
sell alcohol.


	 Harvey is still very perplexed about why his stomach feels bad from 
sugar. However, Makenna might have 
discovered the cause, when she found the 
sugar packet from the sugar Harvey had eaten. 
Sugar lasts a while, but this one expired a few 
years ago. Makenna went through Harvey’s 
sugar packets, and rooted out all of the old 
ones to Harvey’s dismay. Harvey was sad that 
he lost precious sugar, but was happy that now 
he knew that his body could still tolerate sugar, 
just not spoiling sugar. He ordered a large side 
of sugar fries from Lunch’s Luncheon, and 

picked them up just now. While some cats are happy to know what caused 
Harvey’s upset stomach, others wish Harvey had taken a break from sugar.


	 Subscribe again for more on sugar!
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“Hmm. Maybe 
alcohol would be 
good with a 
tablespoon of 
sugar…” 

 - HARVEY, WHO’S CROSSED A 
LINE NOW
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